
Niak – very light 1 to 2 person three-season tent

Tarp 5 – for the solo user Stalon XL – our largest tent

YELLOW LABEL

BLUE LABELSHELTERS

WHAT’S NEW FOR 2016

The new Niak is a highly versatile three-season tent.  Offering palatial comfort for one, the Niak is also a fine two-person option for those looking to keep 
weight to a minimum.

Very light yet strong, the Tarp 5 is designed for solo backpackers who want 
a minimal shelter that lives up the to Hilleberg name.

Designed with professional users in mind, the fully modular Stalon XL will 
sleep 14, but can also serve as nearly any kind of mobile backcountry building.

Petra Hilleberg Robert Svensson
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NIAK

F 2 person

F  A very simple, very light  

and highly versatile  

three-season tent.

The very lightweight Niak is an outstanding tent on any three season trip, since it can be used either for one or two people. 
Seen here in the Cairngorm mountains of northern Scotland. Photo: Petra Hilleberg.

THE NEW NIAK expands on our concept of very lightweight yet remarkably strong three-sea-

son tents that we introduced with our one-person Enan. A veritable lightweight palace for one 

person, the Niak is also quite suitable for two people who want to go as light as possible. 

The Niak’s outer tent is made from our Kerlon 1000, and it is supported by the same DAC 

NSL 9 mm poles used in our Red and Yellow Label models. The result is a tent that is the perfect 

three-season solo tent when you want to be as comfortable as possible at a low weight. At the 

same time, the Niak will accommodate two, and is especially good for a parent and a child, or for 

one person and a dog 

The Niak’s simple, two pole design – inspired by our Red Label Unna solo tent – is quick to 

pitch and very stable, and the single vestibule can be completely rolled away to maximize air 

flow through the full mesh inner tent door. In addition, catenary curves along the bottom edges 

of the outer tent create space that both allows for constant air flow and also ensures that the 

outer tent is stretched properly for optimal performance.

Prior to its introduction, the Niak went through well over 250 backcountry nights of test-

ing, in all types of weather, in Scandinavia and the US, as well as in the Alps and in Scotland. 

Testers loved its palatial comfort for solo use at such a low weight, and all proclaimed it as the 

outstanding choice for any summer or warm weather trip where comfort is as high a priority as 

light weight.

 1.5 kg/3 lbs 5 oz

 1.7 kg/3 lbs 12 oz

 100 cm/39 in

 2.6 m 2/28 ft 2

 0.75 m 2

 8.1 ft 2

 Kerlon 1000

 2 x 370 cm

 2  x 145.7 in

 10 V-Pegs

Minimum Weight

Packed Weight

Inner Height

Inner Tent Area

Vestibule Area

Outer tent fabric

Poles (9 mm)

Pegs

Every Hilleberg tent comes with outer tent, inner tent, guy 
lines with line runners, poles, pegs, stuff bags for tent, poles 
and pegs, spare pole section, repair sleeve and instructions.

“Minimum Weight” refers to the outer and inner tents and 
the poles only. “Packed Weight” includes all items that 
come with the tent.

All product features and measurement values, including tent 
weight and pole length, may vary somewhat from what is 
shown in our catalog, other printed items, and on our web 
site. Such differences can occur because of alterations in 
the design and production process and/or natural variations 
in the materials. Fabric dyes have natural variations, so the 
actual tent color may look slightly different from what is 
pictured here or on our website. 

“Niak” is a peak in Sarek National Park in northern Sweden.

Colors:
green or red

Colors:
green or red
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F  A very lightweight shelter for the solo 

camper.

SHELTERS

THE NEW TARP 5 was created with the minimalist 

solo backpacker in mind. As with the other Hilleberg 

tarps, our goal was a very light shelter that also 

offered the strength and reliability we are known for.

The Tarp 5 – denoting that it is five square 

meters of fabric – is shaped specifically to cover a 

single person while also providing extra room for 

gear. Its design both makes it easy to get into and 

out of, and allows for adjustable levels of weather 

shielding:  pitch it fairly high off the ground for the 

full, airy, tarp experience, or pitch it with its edges 

nearly on the ground to make a remarkably protec-

tive refuge from bad weather. 

To keep the weight low, we make the Tarp 5 

from our Kerlon 1000, one of our dedicated 3-season 

fabrics, which has a substantial 8 kg/17.6 lb tear 

strength.  Like our other Tarps, the Tarp 5 comes 

equipped with attached guy lines – in this case the 

proprietary 2 mm Vectran and polyester line found in 

our Yellow Label tents. It can be pitched using trek-

king poles, or by suspending either end of its ridge 

line, and it also has its own integrated stuff pocket, 

so that, when packed, the Tarp 5 is about the size of 

a one liter cooking pot. 

Tarp 5
Weight

Length

Width

Fabric

 320 g/11.3 oz

 318 cm/125.2 in

 215 cm/84.7 in

Kerlon 1000

All product features and measurement values, including tent 
weight and pole length, may vary somewhat from what is shown 
in our catalog, other printed items, and on our web site. Such 
differences can occur because of alterations in the design and 
production process and/or natural variations in the materials.

The Tarp 5 can be pitched and adjusted easily to dif-
ferent weather conditions.

1 & 2.  The Tarp 5 is shaped specifically to provide a 
solo camper with plenty of coverage.

 3.  For the full, airy tarp experience, the Tarp 5 can 
be pitched higher off the ground.

 4.  For bad weather, the Tarp 5 can easily be low-
ered, affording impressive weather protec-
tion, but still offering a good deal of room and 
“livablity.”

 5.  The Tarp 5 packs into its own stuff sack, and 
takes up about the same space as a 1 liter 
cooking pot.
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STALON XL
BLUE LABEL

Stalon XL
Main Roof

Optional Inner Tent

ExtensionVestibule Vestibule
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F 14 person

F  A very large, highly versatile and  

completely modular group tent.

“Stalon” comes from “Stalo,” which, in the mythology of the Sami , the indiginous people of Scandinavia, is a race of giants.

 20.7 kg/45 lbs 10 oz

 235 cm/92.5 in

 39.5 m 2/425.2 ft 2

 Kerlon 2000

 5 x 720 cm

 5 x 283.5 in

 4.8 kg/10 lbs 9 oz

 3 kg/6lbs 10 oz

 3.3 kg/7lbs 5 oz

 910 g/2 lbs

 2.6 kg/5 lbs 12 oz

 5.1 kg/11 lbs 4 oz

 2.5 kg/5 lbs 8 oz

 4.6 g/10 lb 3 oz

 40 X-Pegs

Stalon XL Basic Wt.*

Height

Area

Outer tent fabric

Poles (17 mm)

Module Weights

Main Roof

Extension

Vestibule

Connector

Floorless Inner tent

Inner Tent

Floor

Footprint

Pegs

*  The Stalon XL Basic includes one 
Main Roof, one Extension, two 
Vestibules, five poles, attached 
guy lines, 40 X-Pegs, and the 
Stalon XL Carrier Bag.

All product features and mea-
surement values, including tent 
weight and pole length, may 
vary somewhat from what is 
shown in our catalog, other 
printed items, and on our web 
site. Such differences can 
occur because of alterations 
in the design and production 
process and/or natural varia-
tions in the materials. Fabric 
dyes have natural variations, so 
the actual tent color may look 
slightly different from what is 
pictured here or on our website.

THE STALON XL is a large, robust, modular tunnel 

tent that is fully capable of all season, all condition 

use, but is also easy to set up, and it can be done 

by one person. Designed with professional use in 

mind, the Stalon XL can be configured in near end-

less ways. It can serve as a classroom for adventure 

outfitters, a mobile medical station, command cen-

ter, or staging/briefing room for search and rescue 

teams, or as a field dormitory for any large group. 

Each module of the tent can be zipped on or off to 

accommodate the needs of the user, and multiple 

modules can be quickly connected or disconnected 

as necessary.

The Basic version includes two Vestibules, each 

with two large doors; a Main Roof, or mid-section, 

which has “bag” opening vents to accommodate 

ducting for hot or cold forced air systems; an 

Extension with two large, zipper doors; poles and 

pegs; and a Carrier Bag, which will hold all compo-

nents and is designed to be carried as a backpack. 

The optional standard Inner Tent has room enough 

to sleep 14 and venting that mates with that of the 

Main Roof, and with the optional Connector, multiple 

tents can be linked at the Extension doors.

Color: Green

The Stalon XL is remarkably versatile. It can be configured with all modules 1  & 2  , or made smaller by removing 
either the Main Roof or the Extension 3  , Multiple Stalon XLs – configured as desired – can also be connected with the 
Connector 4  & 5  .

new model




